
BRUSSELS, Belgium: The United States and Iran
will open indirect talks next week in Vienna as the
European Union spearheads efforts to bring
President Joe Biden’s administration back into a
nuclear accord. Participants in the accord over
Tehran’s nuclear ambitions-including China, France,
Germany, Russia, and Britain-will meet in-person on
Tuesday in the Austrian capital, the European Union
said after a video conference. The United States will
not take part directly but, for the first time since for-
mer leader Donald Trump pulled out of the agree-
ment in 2018, a US delegation will be present. The
European Union said its mediator will hold “sepa-
rate contacts” with the United States in Vienna.

The painstakingly negotiated 2015 accord saw
Iran granted relief from international sanctions in
exchange for accepting limits on its nuclear pro-
gram aimed at easing fears it could acquire an
atomic weapon. Biden has promised to rejoin the
agreement on condition Iran first returns to
respecting commitments it abandoned in retaliation
for Trump pulling out and reimposing swingeing
sanctions. Tehran says Washington has to end the
sanctions before it will make any moves to get back
in line, and is refusing to hold direct negotiations
with the US. 

Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif
insisted the aim of the talks was to “rapidly finalize
sanction-lifting and nuclear measures for choreo-
graphed removal of all sanctions, followed by Iran

ceasing remedial measures”. “No Iran-US meeting.
Unnecessary,” he wrote on Twitter. US State
Department spokesman Ned Price called the Vienna
talks a “healthy step forward” and said  Washington
“remains open” to a direct encounter with Tehran.
He cautioned that “these remain early days, and we
don’t anticipate an immediate breakthrough as
there will be difficult discussions ahead”.  The
deputy State Department spokeswoman, Jalina
Porter, said sanctions relief steps will be “up for dis-
cussion” but declined to elaborate further.

‘Substantial work ahead’ 
EU diplomat Enrique Mora described Friday’s

virtual meeting that he chaired as “positive”, but
warned there was much left to do to revive the deal.
“Substantial work ahead for a key opportunity to
bring JCPOA back to life,” he tweeted, using the
acronym for the nuclear deal’s formal name. A senior
EU official said Brussels-which acts as coordinator-
hoped to see a final agreement on a US return to
the deal within the next two months. The official
said two groups of experts from the remaining par-
ticipant countries would work simultaneously, with
one focused on US sanctions and the other on
rolling back Iran’s breaches. 

German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas said it was
“good that all the relevant actors would meet in
Vienna next week”. “We have no time to waste. A
treaty that is fully respected once again would be a

plus for security throughout the region,” he said.
Russian diplomat Mikhail Ulyanov said “the impres-
sion is that we are on the right track but the way
ahead will not be easy and will require intensive
efforts. The stakeholders seem to be ready for that”.
“Possible US return to JCPOA apparently will
require Washington’s full compliance with the
nuclear deal,” he wrote on Twitter. 

Creative solution? 
In 2018, Trump dramatically withdrew from the

pact and reimposed crippling economic sanctions
on Tehran. The following year, Tehran announced it
would start breaking limits agreed on nuclear activ-
ity. The remaining participants in the deal have
scrambled in recent years to salvage it from total
collapse as Tehran has made good on its threat,
while insisting it is not seeking a nuclear weapon.  

Some analysts have seen Biden’s hesitation at
immediately removing sanctions as a way to pres-
sure Iran-or a way to preserve political capital for
other priorities as the nuclear deal remains fiercely
opposed by Trump’s Republican Party. Republicans
quickly pounced on news of the Vienna meeting.
Senator Tom Cotton, who has called in the past for
attacking Iran, tweeted that the Biden administra-
tion was “so desperate to get back to a broken deal
that they’re giving up all their leverage and offering
concession after humiliating concession.”

But some observers saw the Vienna meeting as

a way to break the logjam and return to an
accord with which UN inspectors say Iran was
complying before Trump trashed it. “Proximity
talks are a creative solution to overcoming the
current impasse,” said Suzanne DiMaggio, a sen-
ior fe l low at  the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace. —AFP 
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Washington will not take part directly but delegation will be present 

US, Iran to start indirect
talks to salvage nuclear deal

Chauvin’s use of
force on Floyd 
‘totally unnecessary’
MINNEAPOLIS: Police officer Derek
Chauvin’s use of force against George Floyd
was “totally unnecessary,” the longest-serving
officer in the Minneapolis Police Department
testified on Friday. Lieutenant Richard
Zimmerman, giving evidence for the prosecu-
tion on the fifth day of Chauvin’s murder and
manslaughter trial, said the sacked 19-year vet-
eran officer had violated department policies
on the use of force. Zimmerman told prosecutor
Matthew Frank that he had reviewed bystander
video and police bodycam footage of Floyd’s
May 25, 2020 arrest by Chauvin and three oth-
er officers who are also facing charges.

Asked by Frank what he thought about the
45-year-old Chauvin’s use of force against
Floyd, Zimmerman said: “Totally unnecessary.”
“Pulling him down to the ground facedown and
putting your knee on a neck for that amount of
time, it’s just uncalled for,” he said. “I saw no
reason why the officers felt they were in dan-
ger-if that’s what they felt, and that’s what they
would have to feel-to use that kind of force,”
he said.

Video shows Chauvin, who is white, kneeling
on the neck of a handcuffed Floyd for more
than nine minutes following the arrest of the
46-year-old Black man for passing a counter-
feit $20 bill in a nearby store. Floyd’s death
sparked protests against racial injustice and
police brutality across the United States and
around the world. Prosecutors are seeking to
prove that Chauvin’s actions led to the death of
Floyd, who was lying on his stomach, facedown
in the street saying repeatedly: “I can’t
breathe.” Eric Nelson, the former officer’s
defense attorney, claims Floyd died due to ille-
gal drug use and underlying medical conditions.

‘His safety is your responsibility’ 
A paramedic testified on Thursday that

Floyd was already dead when he arrived on the
scene in an ambulance and that Chauvin was
still kneeling on his neck when he showed up.
Zimmerman, who joined the Minneapolis Police
Department in 1985 and currently heads the
homicide unit, was asked by Frank if he had
been trained to “kneel on the neck of someone
who is handcuffed behind their back in the
prone position?”  “No I haven’t,” he said.

Once a suspect is handcuffed “that person
is yours,” he said. “He’s your responsibility.
His safety is your responsibility.” “Once a
person is cuffed, the threat level goes down,
all the way,” he said. “They’re cuffed. How can
they really hurt you?” Zimmerman also said
that once a suspect is in handcuffs “you need
to get them out of the prone position as soon
as possible because it restricts their breath-
ing.” “You need to turn them on their side or
have them sit up,” he said. 

Zimmerman’s testimony came a day after
that of the police sergeant who had been
Chauvin’s shift supervisor on the day of Floyd’s
arrest. David Pleoger, who has since retired,
was asked by prosecutors to give his opinion
about the use of force in Floyd’s arrest.

“When Mr. Floyd was no longer offering up
any resistance to the officers they could have
ended their restraint,” Pleoger said. Derek
Smith, a paramedic, testified on Thursday that
Chauvin and other police officers were still on
top of Floyd when he and a fellow paramedic
arrived on the scene. Smith said he checked the
carotid artery in Floyd’s neck to see if he had a
pulse. “I did not feel one,” he said. “In lay
terms, I thought he was dead.” —AFP

Florida prohibits 
vaccine passports,
citing ‘freedom’
MIAMI: Florida Governor Ron DeSantis on Friday
banned the use of “vaccine passports” in the south-
eastern US state, citing “individual freedom.” The
Republican governor’s executive order prohibits
government offices from issuing any “standardized
documentation” certifying that an individual has
been immunized against COVID-19.  It also pro-
hibits private companies in Florida from requiring
any type of document from their customers certify-
ing their vaccination, or immunity after they have
recovered from the coronavirus. 

The order by DeSantis, an ardent supporter of
former president Donald Trump who is seen as a
future potential presidential candidate, argues that
“so-called COVID-19 vaccine passports reduce

individual freedom and will harm patient privacy.”
Earlier this week De Santis said such requirements
imposed by the government on the private sector
would be “unacceptable.” “You want to go to a
movie theater. Should you have to show that? No.
You want to go to a game? No. You want to go to a
theme park? No. We’re not supportive of that,” he
told a press conference on Monday.  

The order came after The Washington Post report-
ed that President Joe Biden’s administration is devel-
oping its own guidelines for such passports as it
seeks to lift pandemic restrictions in the United
States. Such a document is also being discussed inter-
nationally as part of a bid to revive travel and tourism. 

China launched a system of passports in March,
with citizens able to download the new certificates
and use them to enter and leave the country. It is
not mandatory and is only available to Chinese citi-
zens. The European Union is also set to propose
rules for a vaccine digital “green pass” allowing
people to move safely around the bloc or abroad. In
Florida, a state of 21 million people which is eco-
nomically dependent on tourism, nearly six million

have now received at least one vaccine dose. As of
Monday, vaccinations will be available to all the
state’s adult population. —AFP 

MIAMI: In this file photo Florida Governor Ron
DeSantis arrives at the Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse and
Museum for a campaign event with US President
Donald Trump in Jupiter, Florida. —AFP 

WASHINGTON: In this file photo US State Department
spokesman Ned Price speaks during a press briefing
at the State Department in Washington, DC. —AFP 

MCALLEN, United States: It will
be the first time on a plane for most of
the undocumented families that arrive
daily at the McAllen, Texas airport,
holding envelopes that read “Please
help me, I don’t speak English.” The
envelopes are not passports per se,
but might as well be: Inside are the
families’ boarding passes and nega-
tive COVID tests-everything they
need to continue onward on their long
journeys fleeing their home countries.
After risking their lives to travel hun-
dreds of miles (kilometers) by bus,
car, trailer and on foot, trekking dan-
gerous routes controlled by drug traf-
fickers, and crossing the Rio Grande
River, they have finally arrived in the
United States.

Everything is new for the dozens of
families who come to the airport daily
and mostly hail from rural areas:
English, airplanes and even the esca-
lator are novelties. At least for the
moment the sky is quite literally the
limit as they wait to board their planes

to go stay with relatives ahead of their
immigration court dates.

‘There was no other option’ 
“We’re flying in the clouds!”

shouts four-year-old Isaac from
Honduras, nose pressed to the win-
dow, as the plane takes off from the
southeast Texas border city. “I want
to touch them.” His mother, Lidia, is
on the final stretch of her long journey
to reunite with her husband and eld-
est son, age six, whom she has not
seen in two years.  “It will be the hap-
piest moment of my life to see my son
again,” the 23-year-old said as she
waited near the boarding gate to
Houston for the first leg of their flight.
“We had to separate to find a better
future for our children. There was no
other option,” she said, citing hunger,
poverty and violence in Honduras. 

Her husband will not be at the
Newark airport to pick her up-he is
undocumented and fears arrest, so will
send a friend to retrieve his family.

Lidia and her son were detained by US
Customs and Border Protection (CBP)
agents after crossing the Rio Grande
near McAllen. Like other immigrants,
she was held for several days while
they took her fingerprints and record-
ed her contact information, before
being taken for a COVID-19 test. 

Then, like many families, she was
released. She and her son walked to a
Catholic shelter, the Humanitarian

Respite Center, where she waited for
her husband to send the plane tickets-
with the shelter providing the
envelopes that migrants take to the
airport. Within the next 60 days she is
required to report to an Immigration
and Customs Enforcement office near
her final destination for her hearing
“or face removal from the US,”
according to a document border
agents provided her. —AFP

NEW YORK: Samuel and his son Daniel from Honduras embrace as his wife Dania
watches at LaGuardia airport in New York, after being separated for months. — AFP 

For migrants, arduous US journey
ends with sigh of relief on a plane

Shadow of murderous
brothers hangs 
over Libyan town
TARHUNA, Libya: “They spared no child, no
woman, no old man,” said Mohamed Amer, mourn-
ing those murdered during a reign of terror by six
brothers who ruled a Libyan town with bloodshed.
“I am the father of the martyr Moaid, killed in cold
blood by the criminal gang of Kaniyat,” said Amer, a
silver-haired father in his fifties. The Kaniyat were a
gang of six brothers who commanded a militia that
traumatized the town of Tarhuna in war-ravaged
Libya, systematically executing not only their oppo-
nents but slaughtering their entire families. Those
they did not kill they cowed into submission.

The brothers paraded through the town in shows
of force-with a pair of leashed lions roaring at the
crowd. Libya has been ravaged by conflict since the
fall and killing of veteran dictator Moamer Kadhafi
in a NATO-backed 2011 revolt, and an array of
armed groups and militia forces arose to fill the
vacuum. In Tarhuna, it was the Al-Kani militia, also
known as the Kaniyat, who took power in 2015.

Hundreds missing 
Now the brothers are gone, toppled from power

last year, but their shadow still hangs over the town.
After their ousting, digging began to exhume the
corpses of the people they butchered. Multiple
mass graves have been unearthed in the farming
town some 80 kilometers southeast of the capital
Tripoli. Some bodies were found blindfolded with
their wrists tied. Amer, like many of the dusty town’s

residents, prays for the latest bodies dug up. Near a
mosque, where a line of 10 ambulances are parked
on an avenue of palm trees, posters on the wall bear
the images of the “martyrs” of Tarhuna.  Some of
the posters are of small children. The last convoy
took away 13 bodies. “Most of Tarhuna’s sons are in
the soil,” Amer said. —AFP

TARHUNA, Libya: Libyans take part in a funeral procession for 12 bodies that were identified from mass graves
found in Tarhuna town, 80Km southeast of the capital. —AFP


